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Abstract

Although affective expressions of individuals001
have been extensively studied using social me-002
dia, research has primarily focused on the West-003
ern context. There are substantial differences004
among cultures that contribute to their affective005
expressions. This paper examines the differ-006
ences between Twitter (X) in the United States007
and Sina Weibo posts in China on two primary008
dimensions of affect - valence and arousal. We009
study the difference in the functional relation-010
ship between arousal and valence (so-called011
V-shaped) among individuals in the US and012
China and explore the associated content dif-013
ferences. Furthermore, we correlate word us-014
age and topics in both platforms to interpret015
their differences. We observe that for Twit-016
ter users, the variation in emotional intensity017
is less distinct between negative and positive018
emotions compared to Weibo users, and there019
is a sharper escalation in arousal correspond-020
ing with heightened emotions. From language021
features, we discover that affective expressions022
are associated with personal life and feelings023
on Twitter, while on Weibo such discussions024
are about socio-political topics in the society.025
These results suggest a West-East difference026
in the V-shaped relationship between valence027
and arousal of affective expressions on social028
media influenced by content differences. Our029
findings have implications for applications and030
theories related to cultural differences in affec-031
tive expressions.032

1 Introduction033

Subjective expression of affect (how we feel) plays034

a crucial role in understanding learning outcomes035

in individuals (Hourihan et al., 2017), their per-036

ceptions (Gorn et al., 2001), well-being (Xu et al.,037

2015), and mental and physical health (Cohen and038

Pressman, 2006). Multiple theoretical and empir-039

ical works have therefore studied the underlying040

dimensions of affect and their relationship. While041

Figure 1: Example posts from Twitter and Weibo dataset.
Users from the two platforms express affect differently,
closely related to cultural background.

there are several models of affective structure, Rus- 042

sell’s 2-dimensional circumplex model is one of the 043

popular models (Russell, 1980), where orthogonal 044

valence and arousal are considered its most funda- 045

mental dimensions (Yik et al., 1999). Valence is the 046

measure of pleasure (or displeasure) and arousal of 047

activation or sense of energy. 048

Understanding the relationship between valence 049

and arousal is interesting from empirical, psycho- 050

metric, and theoretical perspectives. While previ- 051

ous studies suggest several models to describe the 052

valence arousal relationship (Ortony et al., 1990; 053

Lang, 1994), where valence and arousal are corre- 054

spondingly the horizontal and vertical axis in the 055

circumplex, representing the polarity and intensity 056

of affective states, a “V-shaped” relationship of 057

arousal as a function of valence is one of the most 058

widely tested and accepted (Kuppens et al., 2013; 059

Cacioppo and Gardner, 1999). Arousal is shown 060

to be directly related to the intensity of positive or 061

negative valence with a positivity offset and a neg- 062

ativity bias, with varying levels of cross-cultural 063

support (Kuppens et al., 2017a). 064

While affective structure and relationship are 065

considered universal, most previous works study- 066

ing the valence arousal relationship are based ex- 067

clusively on Western samples and do not consider 068
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cross-cultural heterogeneity (Tsai et al., 2006). Cul-069

ture can have a big impact on one’s emotional life.070

Different cultures value emotions (ideal affect) and071

have different emotional display standards (Mat-072

sumoto, 1990). For example, Americans appreciate073

enthusiasm (high arousal) to express high positive074

valence, while Asians more often choose quiet (low075

arousal) (Tsai et al., 2006). Past research also sug-076

gests that culture has an important influence in077

predicting affect perceptions, which can reflect dif-078

ferences in cultural expectations (Guntuku et al.,079

2015b; Zhu et al., 2018; Guntuku et al., 2015a).080

Furthermore, the few studies that revealed signif-081

icant evidence of the affective differences across082

Western and Eastern cultures were based on small083

samples recruited in lab-based environments (Kup-084

pens et al., 2017b). Asking participants to recall085

recent events and report their emotions can con-086

tain measurement bias and other concerns relating087

to self-report (Tarrant et al., 1993; Winograd and088

Neisser, 2006). To counter this, there is a call for089

more research going beyond self-reports to behav-090

iors (Baumeister et al., 2007). The strength of our091

approach is to examine the generalizability of past092

cross-cultural findings using actual behaviors of093

language expressions.094

This paper has two contributions. First, we com-095

pare the functional relationship between valence096

and arousal in public affective expression using097

large-scale social media data, going beyond self-098

report surveys. Second, we use language samples099

collected from the United States (in the West) and100

China (in the East) to elucidate the differences and101

similarities in the relationship between valence and102

arousal across cultures by mining ecological ex-103

pressions from individual timelines on Twitter (X)104

and Sina Weibo and use thematic content analysis105

to understand the language markers contributing to106

such differences and similarities.107

Social media data are known to capture individ-108

uals’ feelings in a naturalistic and ecological set-109

ting and have been shown to reliably estimate well-110

being (Jaidka et al., 2020), sentiment (Preoţiuc-111

Pietro et al., 2016), psychological traits such as per-112

sonality (Schwartz et al., 2013), and health (Mer-113

chant et al., 2019). The variations in content and114

user behavior on Weibo and Twitter have been ex-115

plored in various scenarios (Ma, 2013; Lin et al.,116

2016b). Despite the difficulties of working with117

a non-random, non-representative sample of so-118

cial media users, posts can reveal a variety of psy-119

chological qualities and consequences, including120

users’ demographics (Sap et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 121

2016), personality (Li et al., 2014; Quercia et al., 122

2011), location (Salehi et al., 2017; Zhong et al., 123

2015), stress levels (Guntuku et al., 2019b; Lin 124

et al., 2016a), and mental health (Guntuku et al., 125

2019d; Tian et al., 2018) on both platforms. Exam- 126

ples of posts from the two platforms are shown in 127

Figure 1. 128

2 Methods 129

2.1 Data Collection 130

Our data consist of public messages posted on 131

Weibo and Twitter. To collect Twitter data, we 132

used the survey platform Qualtrics, which included 133

demographic questions such as gender and age. 134

Participants shared their Twitter handles after com- 135

pleting the survey. Users were compensated for 136

participating, and we received informed consent to 137

access their Twitter posts. There were 3,113 users 138

in the Twitter dataset, with around 3.6 million posts 139

until 2016. 140

Weibo, unlike Twitter, does not offer an API 141

tool for obtaining random samples over time. So, 142

starting with a random set of individuals from a 143

public dataset (Guntuku et al., 2019a), Weibo posts 144

were gathered using a breadth-first search method 145

on users. We obtained over 29 million posts from 146

2014 from 859,054 people on Weibo. Gender and 147

age were collected from self-reported demographic 148

information on their Weibo profile. Subsetting to 149

users with more than 500 words and with a rea- 150

sonable age (<100 years) and gender, the dataset 151

consisted of 668,257 Weibo posts from 8,731 users. 152

500 words were found to be the minimum threshold 153

to obtain reliable psychological estimates from in- 154

dividuals’ language (Eichstaedt et al., 2021; Jaidka 155

et al., 2018). 156

Based on the gender and age distribution of 157

Weibo and Twitter users, we built propensity-score- 158

based matched samples, resulting in 2,191 users 159

each on both platforms with at least 500 words. 160

These matched users had 2.4 million posts on Twit- 161

ter and 177,042 posts on Weibo. In our matched 162

dataset 67.1% self-reported as being female and 163

32.9% as male, and the mean age was 26.9 (s.d. 164

8.8). On Twitter, there were on average 15.6 (s.d. 165

2.8) words per user and Weibo had 57.3 (s.d. 15.4) 166

words per user. 167
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2.2 Language Preprocessing168

To eliminate the confounds of bilingualism (Fish-169

man, 1980), we retain only English posts on170

Twitter and Mandarin posts on Weibo by using171

langid (Lui and Baldwin, 2012). Re-tweets are172

also removed from both datasets (’RT @USER-173

NAME:’ on Twitter and ’@USERNAME//’ on174

Weibo). Weibo posts were split into tokens us-175

ing THULAC (Li and Sun, 2009) while Twitter176

posts were segmented using happierfuntokenizing177

(DLATK/happierfuntokenizing, 2017) due to their178

ability to handle emoticons and other social media179

slang. To eliminate uncommonly used words (out-180

liers), we filtered words with different frequency181

thresholds for each platform. Words used by fewer182

than 0.1% of the total posts on Twitter and 0.5%183

on Weibo were removed from the analysis. Most184

words are seldom used in language, as they follow a185

Zipfian distribution. By removing these words, we186

ensure that the language insights from our research187

can be generalized to out-of-sample cases.188

2.3 Feature Extraction189

We extract two open-vocabulary features from Twit-190

ter and Weibo: n-grams and topics. We extract191

contiguous sequences of one or two words (1-2192

grams, Kern et al., 2014; Andrew Schwartz et al.,193

2013) with pointwise mutual information (PMI = 3;194

Church and Hanks, 1990). This resulted in unique195

unigrams and bigrams set of 10,477 for Weibo and196

12,798 for Twitter. We extracted the normalized197

distribution of the n-grams for each post in the198

Weibo and Twitter datasets. We then used 2000199

topics generated using Latent Dirichlet Allocation200

(LDA, Blei et al., 2003) as the second feature to201

represent users’ language in our Twitter and Weibo202

datasets. We utilized topics generated on much203

larger datasets to favor high diversity and coverage.204

2,000 English topics generated a corpus of approxi-205

mately 18 million Facebook updates with alpha set206

to 0.30 to favor fewer topics per document. 2,000207

Mandarin topics were generated on the entire set of208

29 million Weibo posts with similar parameters set209

in Mallet (Andrew Schwartz et al., 2013). Inher-210

ently, each topic is realized as a set of words with211

probabilities. Every post is thus scored in terms212

of its probability of containing each of the 2000213

topics, p(topic, post), which is derived from their214

probability of containing a word, p(word|post),215

and the probability of the words being in given216

topics, p(topic|word).217

2.4 Valence-Arousal Measurement 218

The circumplex and vector models of emotion have 219

been broadly used for representing affective states 220

(Russell, 1980; Bradley et al., 1992). In these two- 221

dimensional models, valence is the x-axis, express- 222

ing pleasantness and unpleasantness, attractiveness 223

and aversiveness, joy, and sorrow (Frijda, 1986). 224

Arousal is the y-axis, describing the degree of wake- 225

fulness, boredom, excitement, and calm. These 226

models allow any affective state, emotion, word, or 227

expression to be represented as a point in the space, 228

regardless of the difference in language, country, 229

or culture. We measure valence and arousal using 230

a validated data-driven lexicon generated based on 231

the circumplex model in both English and Man- 232

darin. We used NRC Valence, Arousal, and Dom- 233

inance (NRC-VAD) Lexicon (Mohammad, 2018) 234

for Twitter data and its translated version for Weibo 235

data. NRC-VAD consists of valence and arousal 236

weights for more than 20,000 words in English and 237

shows a "boomerang" relationship between two di- 238

mensions: extremely positive or negative valence 239

is usually paired with high arousal, while calm- 240

ness matches low arousal. We subtract 0.5 from all 241

scores to make them zero-centered. 242

Multilinguality is another reason to choose NRC- 243

VAD as our valence-arousal measurement lexicon. 244

There are over 100 languages available for NRC- 245

VAD by translating English terms using Google 246

Translate (August 2022), and the authors claim that 247

most affective norms are stable across languages. 248

Since an original-translated term pair has the same 249

scores, this lexicon avoids the annotator agreement 250

and scale-matching issue, which are common prob- 251

lems using two different lexica over two languages. 252

2.5 Valence-Arousal Relationship Models 253

Kuppens et al., 2013 showed six possible func- 254

tional relationships between valence and arousal. 255

These models are independence (Model 1), Linear 256

Relation (Model 2), Symmetric V-Shaped Rela- 257

tion (Model 3), and Asymmetric V-Shaped Rela- 258

tions, including asymmetric interception (Model 259

4), asymmetric slope (Model 5), and asymmetric 260

interception and slope (Model 6). The models’ 261

functional representations are shown below: 262
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Figure 2: Scatter plots of valence (x-axis) and arousal (y-axis) of Twitter (blue) and Weibo (red) posts. The lines of
best fit for each model’s function are appended to each plot (Twitter: solid line, Weibo: dashed line). Each model is
tested with a within-person intercept and slope.

Ai =



β0 + ϵi (Model 1)
β0 + β1Vi + ϵi (Model 2)
β0 + β1|Vi|+ ϵi (Model 3)
β0 + β1|Vi|+ β2Ii + ϵi (Model 4)
β0 + β1|Vi|+ β3|Vi|+ ϵi (Model 5)
β0 + β1|Vi|+ β2Ii + β3|Vi|+ ϵi (Model 6)

263

Where Ai and Vi are short for Arousali and264

V alencei, arousal and valence scores for the post i,265

Ii denotes a dummy variable that indicates whether266

V alencei is positive(Ii = 1) or negative(Ii = 0).267

Each model is tested with a within-person intercept268

and slope.269

We use Akaike Information Criterion (AIC; Boz-270

dogan, 1987) and Bayesian Information Criterion271

(BIC; Schwarz, 1978) for model selection. AIC is272

defined as:273

AIC = 2 · k − 2 · ln(L̂) (1)274

BIC has the following format:275

BIC = −2 · ln(L̂) + k · ln(N) (2)276

where L̂ is the maximized value of the likelihood 277

function of the model, k is the number of param- 278

eters, and N is the number of observations. One 279

advantage of using BIC is that it can be used to 280

approximate posterior probability for each model: 281

Pr(modelm|data) = exp(−0.5BICm)∑
exp(−0.5BICm)

(3) 282

While applying the six models, we use mixed 283

effects models to fit the datasets. We assume there 284

is a fixed relationship between valence and arousal 285

across all posts, while the average level of arousal 286

may vary from user to user. The regression models 287

can correctly represent the relationship between the 288

two variables by setting within-person differences 289

as the random effect. 290

2.6 Differential Language Analysis 291

We use ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to 292

identify significant associations between the two 293

feature sets, namely n-grams and topics, and va- 294

lence and arousal. We use feature sets (n-grams or 295

topics) as input, and valence and arousal as outputs 296
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Dataset Model AIC BIC PostP

Twitter

Model 1 −3.752× 106 −3.752× 106 0
Model 2 −3.790× 106 −3.790× 106 0
Model 3 −3.833× 106 −3.833× 106 0
Model 4 −4.001× 106 −4.001× 106 0
Model 5 −4.048× 106 −4.048× 106 0
Model 6 −4.060× 106 −4.060× 106 1

Weibo

Model 1 −4.155× 105 −4.155× 105 0
Model 2 −4.162× 105 −4.161× 105 0
Model 3 −4.172× 105 −4.171× 105 0
Model 4 −4.219× 105 −4.219× 105 0
Model 5 −4.247× 105 −4.246× 105 0
Model 6 −4.251× 105 −4.250× 105 1

Table 1: Results of fitting 6 different models on Twitter
and Weibo dataset. AIC is Akaike Information Criterion,
BIC is Bayesian Information Criterion (the lower the
better fit), PostP is posterior probability.

and built one OLS model per feature set. We calcu-297

lated correlation coefficients of each feature dimen-298

sion and utilized Benjamini-Hochberg p-correction299

(Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) to correct for mul-300

tiple comparisons and used p < .05 for indicating301

meaningful correlations.302

3 Results303

Warning: The following section contains swear304

words.305

3.1 Valence-Arousal Relation Models306

Among the different models we tested across Twit-307

ter and Weibo data, Model 6 with within-person308

intercept and slope best fit with the lowest AIC309

and BIC (Table 1). Within-person models were310

also significantly different from the models with-311

out within-person effects. The presence of an312

asymmetric V-shape in the data, including a neg-313

ativity bias and negativity offset, was confirmed314

in the models on both Twitter and Weibo data.315

Compared with Weibo, Twitter shows a larger316

intercept gap (Twitter: β2 = −0.031; Weibo:317

β2 = −0.016). The intensity of emotion gets sig-318

nificantly stronger with higher positivity/negativity.319

This conclusion is consistent with both Twitter and320

Weibo, with the smallest BIC values in Model 6,321

characterized by a V shape (Twitter: β1 = 0.573,322

Weibo: β1 = 0.404) and negativity bias (Twit-323

ter: β3 = −0.392, Weibo: β3 = −0.318). The324

Twitter model has a steeper slope on both positive325

and negative valence compared to Weibo (Twitter:326

β1 = 0.573, β3 = −0.392; Weibo: β1 = 0.404,327

β3 = −0.318).328

3.2 Differential Language Analysis 329

To uncover the content differences in emotional 330

expression across cultures, we utilized differen- 331

tial language analysis to obtain the most corre- 332

lated n-grams and topics in each platform. Fig- 333

ure 3 shows the top significantly correlated words 334

and phrases with valence and arousal in both plat- 335

forms. On the dimension of valence, Twitter users 336

tended to use words conveying superlatives (’great’, 337

’awesome’, ’amazing’) and festive celebrations 338

(’birthday’, ’Christmas’, ’new’, ’win’) in express- 339

ing positive valence, while profanity (’shit’, ’fuck’), 340

negation (’hate’, ’bad’, ’wrong’) and discomfort 341

(’wait’, ’tired’, ’stop’) were indicative of nega- 342

tive valence. Conversely, Weibo users commonly 343

employed terms related to personal affect (’like’, 344

’love’, ’happiness’) and emojis (’oh’, ’heart’) when 345

expressing positive valence, whereas words indica- 346

tive of negation (’no’) and sorrow (’sad’, ’cry’) are 347

prevalent in expressing negative valence. On the 348

dimension of arousal, Twitter users expressed pro- 349

fanity (’shit’, ’fuck’) and interpersonal expressions 350

(’awesome’, ’amazing’) for high arousal while us- 351

ing terms indicating low activities (’sleep’, ’bed’) 352

and time-oriented description (’today’, ’week’, 353

’day’, ’time’) for low arousal. In contrast, Weibo 354

users predominantly utilized positive emojis(’steal- 355

laugh’, ’applaud’) to convey high arousal, while 356

employing affirmation (’yes’), negation (’no’), and 357

sharing aspects of daily life (’home’, ’sleep’) to 358

express low arousal. 359

Comparing the two DLA results for topics, Twit- 360

ter users had relaxing weekend (’weekend’, ’awe- 361

some’, ’amazing’, ’great’, ’retreat’), celebration 362

of events (’birthday’, ’wishes’, ’happy’, ’present’, 363

’wished’), luck and achievement (’win’, ’won’, 364

’contest’, ’prize’, ’lottery’) for positive valence 365

high arousal. Conversely, Weibo users discussed 366

affectionate bonding (’love’, ’hopeless’, ’willing’, 367

’protective’, ’friendly’, where hopeless means love 368

in deep) to express their feelings, particularly in 369

the context of festivals and celebrations (’new 370

year’, ’red envelope’) and interests in celebri- 371

ties and TV shows (’celebraties’,’singer’). For 372

positive valence low arousal, Twitter users usu- 373

ally talked about relaxing routines (’day’, ’to- 374

day’, ’good’, ’chilled’) and sleep (’night’, ’sleep’, 375

’tonight’, ’rest’, ’hoping’). Besides, Weibo users 376

shared family reunion (’home’, ’return’, ’mother’, 377

’family’, ’new year’) and savory cuisines (’dish’, 378

’meat’, ’delicious’, ’soup’, ’dish’). When ex- 379
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Figure 3: Words and phrases associated with valence and arousal on Twitter and Weibo (translated) from the top 15
phrases for effect strength (Pearson r), colored by frequency. Statistically significant (p < .05, two-tailed t-test,
Benjamini-Hochberg corrected).

pressing strong negative feelings, Twitter users380

mainly used profanities (’fucking’, ’fuck’, ’shit’,381

’pissed’, ’bullshit’) to convey intense emotions,382

while Weibo users discussed law enforcement and383

criminal investigation (’police’, ’crime’, ’suspect’,384

’caught’, ’case’). Additionally, Weibo discussions385

on negative high arousal included the use of emo-386

jis (’sweat’) and negative emotions (’schocking’,387

’hurt’, ’give up’). Concerning negative valence388

low arousal, Twitter users usually showed personal389

negative feelings like tiredness (’tired’, ’sleepy’,390

’sleep’, ’sooo’, ’ugh’), engaged in discussions about391

daily activities (’hair’, ’cut’, ’short’, ’haircut’, ’cut-392

ting’) and mentioned words related to time (’hour’,393

’minute’). Similarly, Weibo users also mentioned394

sleep (’sleep’, ’awake’, ’bed’).395

4 Discussion396

This paper examined the functional relationship be-397

tween valence and arousal based on large-scale so-398

cial media texts across the United States and China.399

Our findings suggest that public affective expres-400

sions replicate the asymmetrical affective V-shaped401

relationship but with a negativity bias (negative402

feelings increase more strongly than positive feel-403

ings with increasing arousal) and negativity offset404

(feelings of arousal are higher at low negative va- 405

lence levels than positive valence). In addition, the 406

arousal and valence slope was steeper for Twitter 407

users than for Weibo users. 408

One of the major findings in our study is that the 409

American participants had stronger negativity bias 410

and overall had higher arousal with higher posi- 411

tive and negative valence compared to Chinese par- 412

ticipants. This is consistent with past findings on 413

West-East distinction in emotional arousal: in West- 414

ern or individualist culture, high-arousal emotions 415

are valued and promoted more than low-arousal 416

emotions, while in Eastern or collectivist culture, 417

low-arousal emotions are valued more than high- 418

arousal emotions (Lim, 2016). Even in traditional 419

Asian medicine, there is an assumption that exces- 420

sive emotional expression can be harmful and cause 421

diseases, whether it is positive or negative emotions 422

(Lim et al., 2008). Our findings confirmed that Chi- 423

nese users on Weibo express lower arousal levels 424

for both negative and positive emotions. 425

Content analyses of the findings suggested that 426

Chinese participants displayed less high arousal 427

positive affect emotional behavior than their Amer- 428

ican counterparts. This is consistent with past find- 429

ings that there seems to be a general preference 430

in the West for high-arousal positive states like 431
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Figure 4: Topics associated with valence and arousal on Twitter, sorted by effect size (Pearson r). Each point is a
topic, and statistically significant topics (p < .05, two-tailed t-test, Benjamini-Hochberg corrected) are shown in
dark gray. The X-axis is the Pearson r with valence and the Y-axis with arousal. The top 5 words in each topic are
shown.

excitement or enthusiasm (Sommers, 1984). At432

the same time, people in the East generally prefer433

low-arousal positive affective states like calm or434

peacefulness (Tsai, 2007). Moreover, we saw Twit-435

ter users using more explicit excitement-focused436

terms such as awesomeness, while Weibo users437

tended to express positive emotions more implicitly,438

e.g., emojis. This is consistent with findings that439

the communication style of East Asian language440

communities tends to be more indirect than that of441

their Western counterparts (Fong, 1998; Gudykunst442

et al., 1988; Neuliep, 2012).443

Similarly, past literature suggests that high-444

arousal emotions serve as an effective means of445

influencing others in the West (Tsai, 2007), while446

low-arousal emotions serve as an effective means447

of adjusting and conforming to others in the East448

(Markus and Kitayama, 1991). We found that low449

arousal emotions in Weibo were used to influence450

others through sharing wisdom and conclusions 451

about life and love. On the high arousal-high pos- 452

itive affect sphere, Twitter users celebrated more 453

personal events, while Weibo users talked more ex- 454

citedly about celebrities and current events. There- 455

fore, it is likely that while the ideal affect pref- 456

erence translates into affective expressions about 457

personal experiences in the East, discussion of me- 458

dia culture is exempt from such norms: for instance, 459

while it may be frowned upon to act too excited 460

about personal events, the same restrictions are not 461

in place when expressing excitement about celebri- 462

ties and cultural events. As such, our findings pro- 463

vide a novel insight into our understanding of norm 464

differences in affective expression in East vs West. 465

Similarly, looking at the difference in negativ- 466

ity bias for Twitter and Weibo, while Twitter users 467

use profanity primarily, Weibo users tend to use 468

words with much lower intensity, confirming the as- 469
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Figure 5: Topics associated with valence and arousal on Weibo, sorted by effect size (Pearson r). Each point is a
topic and statistically significant topics (p < .05, two-tailed t-test, Benjamini-Hochberg corrected) are shown in
dark gray. The X-axis is the Pearson r with valence and the Y-axis with arousal. English translations of the top 5
words in each topic are shown.

sumption that Chinese users try to avoid expressing470

extreme emotions.471

One surprising finding in our study was that we472

did not find a positivity offset. We instead found473

a negativity offset for both American and Chinese474

participants. The theoretical explanation for the475

positivity offset (and negativity bias) comes from476

the Evaluative Space Model (ESM; Cacioppo et al.,477

1999; Norris et al., 2010), which proposed that478

positive and negative affect have different arousal479

functions and predicts greater positive than neg-480

ative affect at low levels of affective input. The481

adaptive reason for the offset was hypothesized to482

encourage approaching novel stimuli in low-threat483

conditions. However, our finding suggests this may484

not translate to public affective behavior, particu-485

larly on social media. It suggests that people on486

both Twitter and Weibo are more likely to approach487

neutral stimuli in negative terms while simultane-488

ously having stronger negative reactions to higher 489

arousal events. Therefore, our studies elucidate 490

how certain theories of affect may not explain af- 491

fective behavior universally, partly because of the 492

contexts not considered in said theories. 493

This study highlights the importance of study- 494

ing public emotional behavior and how it is dis- 495

tinguished from self-reported findings. Our find- 496

ings could confirm some theoretical assumptions in 497

traditional self-report research by adding new em- 498

pirical evidence when applied to public emotional 499

behavior. Future research looking at individual 500

self-reports and public behavior can help us under- 501

stand what these differences can represent at the 502

individual level. 503

5 Limitations 504

Even though Twitter and Weibo are comparable 505

in usage (Li et al., 2020; Guntuku et al., 2019c) 506
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and have not been shown to have significant dif-507

ferences in predicting individual states (Gao et al.,508

2012), data from other platforms such as WeChat509

and RenRen in China and Facebook in the US have510

not been included in this study due to access con-511

straints. Emojis are a significant contributor to512

affective expressions (Li et al., 2019); however, we513

did not include them in this study due to differences514

in encodings while collecting the data making it515

infeasible for us to parse them accurately. Fur-516

ther, social media users are non-representative of517

the general population, and the participants in this518

study are non-random and convenient samples.519

6 Ethics520

This study, focusing on the cultural differences in521

affective expressions between Twitter users in the522

United States and Sina Weibo users in China, raises523

several ethical considerations:524

1. Data Privacy and Anonymity: The research525

analyzes social media posts from Twitter and Sina526

Weibo. It is important to ensure that individual527

users’ privacy is respected. All data extracted from528

these platforms is anonymized by removing person-529

ally identifiable information.530

2. Cultural Sensitivity and Bias: Given the531

cross-cultural nature of the study, it is critical to532

approach the analysis with cultural sensitivity. Re-533

searchers must be aware of and mitigate any biases534

arising from their cultural backgrounds or perspec-535

tives. This includes being mindful of how cultural536

contexts influence affective expressions and the537

interpretation thereof.538

3. Representation and Generalization: Care539

should be taken to avoid over-generalizing the find-540

ings. The study’s results are based on specific so-541

cial media platforms and may not represent the542

broader United States and China populations.543
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Appendix821

All the figures and tables from Weibo are trans-822

lated into English with Google Translate. In the823

Appendix, we show the figures with original Chi-824

nese text. Figure 6 shows the top 15 phrases for825

effect strength with valence and arousal. Figure 7826

shows the top topics associated with valence and827

arousal.828

Figure 6: Words and phrases associated with valence
and arousal on Weibo (Chinese) from the top 15 phrases
for effect strength (Pearson r), colored by frequency.
Statistically significant (p < .05, two-tailed t-test,
Benjamini-Hochberg corrected).
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Figure 7: Topics associated with valence and arousal on Weibo (Chinese), sorted by effect size (Pearson r). Each
point is a topic and statistically significant topics (p < .05, two-tailed t-test, Benjamini-Hochberg corrected) are
shown in dark gray. The X-axis is the Pearson r with valence and the Y-axis with arousal. English translations of the
top 5 words in each topic are shown.
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